REGULAtions of promotional offer
Extra top-ups
valid from 25.04.2016 until further notice

The Promoter of the “Extra Top-ups” offeris Viking Co Poland sp. z o.o. with its registered office and
address in: ul Tęczowa 13/210, 53-601 Wroclaw, entered into the Register of Entrepreneurs of the
National Court Register, KRS registration number 0000484436, kept by the District Court for Wroclaw
Fabryczna, 6th Commercial Division of the National Court Register, NIP [tax identification number]
8971793639 and REGON [national business registry number 022284492.

§ 1. Definitions
The notions, used in these Regulations state as follows:
Recommender – a User who recommends Mobile Vikings network, whose mobile phone number, email address or a specially generated reference number was input while ordering the SIM card by a
Person making use of the Recommendation. A Recommender may only be a Mobile Vikings network
User, that has made a minimum one top-up for minimum 19 PLN on any SIM card, assigned to their
Internet User Account, and is keeping both incoming and outgoing calls valid.
New User – a person making use of the Recommendation, who has placed an order for a new SIM card
(be it either a porting request or a completely new number) with a top-up of minimum 19 PLN and has
input a mobile number, e-mail address or a specially generated reference number of the
Recommender, in the order form.
Participant of the Promotion – a Recommender or a Person making use of the Recommendation
option.
Recommendation – the order process of a new SIM card with a filled in mobile number, e-mail address
or a reference code of the Recommender, which shall end in the complete order of a SIM card with a
top-up of minimum 19 PLN and the Activation of the SIM card.

§ 2. General conditions of use of the promotional offer
1. This Promotion is aimed at both future and present Users of the Mobile Vikings network,
that use the „Minutes+SMS+Internet” and „Mobile Internet” tariffs, who through the
recommendation of the network have led to the recruitment of a New User for the services
provided by VikingCo Poland.

§ 3. Subject and matTer of promotion
2. The Subject of this Promotion is the acquisition of Viking Points on your Internet User Account in
order to exchange them for free top-ups of the SIM card or getting a reduction while making a
payment for a top-up. 1 Viking Point is equal to 1 PLN.
3. For the recommendation of the Mobile Vikings network and the recruitment of a New User, who
shall buy a starter (be it a new number or a porting of a number) with a top-up of minimum 19 PLN
and shall Activate the SIM card, the Recommender will get 19 Viking Points.
5. A New User who, during the registration, has pointed the Recommender, shall also receive 19
Viking Points, providing that at least 3 top-ups for a minimum of 19 PLN, each top-up made within 6
months from the date of the SIM card Activation/porting of the number. This does not include
payments made with Viking Points, mixed top-up transactions for a minimum of 19 PLN, in which
cash payment is lower than 19 PLN.
6. If a New User has not pointed any of the current Users as a Recommender, he himself can be
pointed as the Recommender by New Users and thus receive Viking Points, however he shall not
receive the bonus from point no 5.
7. Viking Points for the Recommender are added to the Internet User Account on the day a New
User purchases a SIM card. The awarded Viking Points get a "Waiting" status, later on they change
their status to "Available" and can be used upon the Activation of the SIM card by the New User.
However, in a situation where a SIM card has been purchased using discount codes, a free starter or
a top-up, which price is lower than 19 PLN, the Viking Points shall become available after the New
User makes a top-up for a minimum of 19 PLN.
8. The Viking Points for a New User are added to the Internet User Account upon the completion of
the order of the starter. The awarded Viking Points get a "Waiting" status, later on they change their
status to "Available" and can be used when the New User fulfills the condition mentioned in point
no 5. If the mentioned condition is not fulfilled within a time period stated in point no 5, then the
"Waiting" Viking Points shall be deleted from the Internet User Account.
9. The validity period of the "Available" Viking Points is 365 days from the day they were granted, or
from the last top-up of the SIM card assigned to the Internet User Account. When the validity period
of the Viking Points is up, they shall be deleted from the Internet User Account, and shall not be
available for use anymore.
10. Making use of the Promotion does not exclude making use of other Promotional Offers, made
available by the Organizer, as long as the Regulations of those offers do not state otherwise. This,
specifically, pertains to the Regulations of the "A year for free" Promotional Offer for Users, who
have started this program before the introduction of the described Promotion.

11. To make use of the Promiotion, in a situation where:
1) One is a Current User: one needs to have the status of a Recommender, which means:
a) one needs to have a paid order for a starter with a new number or a porting of a
number

b) one needs to make at least 1 top-up for a minimum of 19 PLN on any SIM card,
assigned to the Internet User Account.
2) One is a New User: one needs to start the order process for a new SIM card or the process
of porting a number from the current operator to the Mobile Vikings network, by doing the
following actions:
a) go to www.mobilevikings.pl
b) choose a SIM card, be it either a new number or a porting of a number
c) input your personal data and the shipping address for the SIM card
d) during the registration process, please input the e-mail address, mobile number or
a specially generated reference code of the Recommender
e) pay for, or in case one chooses a free starter, confirm the order
f) follow the instructions listed in point no 5.
12. The Recommender may be granted Viking Points by being recommended by a unlimited number
of New Users. The Recommender is granted 19 Viking Points for each new Recommendation.
13. Viking Points cannot be exchanged for cash.
14. In situations of extortion of Viking Points, especially the creation of Internet User Accounts, with
the use of fake personal data to gain financial benefits, the Organizer reserves the right to subtract
Viking Points from the Internet User Account of the Participants of the Promotion.
The organizer has the right to verify the identity of the User and to confirm his/her personal data in
the scope, of which He is authorized. A negative verification or the User's refusal to take part in the
process of verification within 14 days from the date of the summons from the Organizer, shall result
in the subtraction of Viking Points from the Internet User Account.
15. The Number of a New User cannot be the same as that of a Recommender.
16. A New User's order may only be made with a later date than that of a Recommender.
17. In a situation where, a Recommender shall forfeit to order a SIM card, and has already been
recommended by a New User, he shall lose all the benefits described in point no 3, what means that
the granted Viking Points shall be deleted from the Internet User Account and shall not be available
for use anymore.
18. Making use of this Promotion means that one accepts the contents of these Regulations.
Only Users, who fulfill the conditions of being a Recommender and New Users, who fulfill the
conditions described in point 11.2, may take part in this Promotion.

§ 4. Additional information
19. All prices indicated in these Regulations are in Polish zloty (PLN) and include VAT, unless otherwise
specified.
20. Under this Promotional Offer the User shall:

a) not direct traffic from other telecommunication networks without the consent of the
Telecommunications Network Operator or networks of other telecommunications
companies by means of any telecommunication devices using the SIM/USIM Cards
received by the User
b) not direct traffic from other telecommunication networks without the consent of the
Telecommunications Network Operator or networks of other telecommunications
companies by means of any telecommunication devices using the SIM/USIM Cards
received by the User
c) not generate artificial traffic for the exchange of information
d) not use SIM/USIM card for telemetry
e) not use the SIM/USIM Card for the traffic generated by machine, in particular “machineto machine" and “machine-to-user” traffic type
f) not use the SIM Card to generate traffic, which is a Denial of Service attack
g) not use the SIM/USIM Cards without VikingCo Poland Sp. z o.o. consent, to initiate the
traffic/ involving the mass calls making, particularly in the case of automatic calls
distribution or automatic interactive called number service, or in the case of
telecommunication and information systems integration for this type of traffic or when
using the cards in direct marketing (the prohibition applies to the User acting as an
entrepreneur or on behalf of another entrepreneur)
h) not use the SIM/USIM Card for the mass mailing of information (SMS or MMS) intended
directly or indirectly to promote goods, services or image of the User or another entity, or
in some other way of achieving any commercial effects (the prohibition applies to the User
acting as an entrepreneur or on behalf of another entrepreneur) nie używać Karty
SIM/USIM do generowania ruchu, który ma charakter ataku Denial of Service
21. In the event of a breach of the provisions laid down in Section 20points a. to h. of this Promotional
Offer by the User, the Operator may suspend the provision of Services.
22. The use of the Promotion shall not preclude the possibility of use of other Promotional Offers
offered by Mobile Vikings Polska, unless Regulations of those Offers provide otherwise.
23. In case of discrepancies between the provisions hereof and the provisions of the aforementioned
documents, the provisions of the Regulations of this service shall prevail.
24. All words and phrases capitalized herein shall be construed in accordance with their definitions
provided for in the Price List or the Telecommunications Services Regulations.
25. In matters not covered hereby the provisions of the documents specified in Section
24aboveshallapply.
26. The Operator reserves the right to amend the Regulations, or to cancel them at anytime without
giving any reason, provided that that amendment or cancellation of the Regulations does not
affect the rights and obligations previously acquired by the User.
27. The information about amendment or cancellation of the Regulations is available at
www.mobilevikings.pl or otherwise made public.

